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Doctor help me please I'm down and I'm out
It hurts like a bastard and I'm so full of doubt
and the pain in the chest get worse when I laugh
I'm sold to the aftermath

I have a pretty house and a beautiful wife
for everyone else it's a normal life
but it's deep insiode me that some thing is wrong

So doctor help me please get me back on track
a blue pill for the chest and red one for the back
but what hurts the most is from deep inside
I've tried everything twice
s stone cold aching fright

Hooo hooo hooo it appears to you o-no?
LIFE YOU KNOW, YOU ARGUE WITH IT
you cheat it, you sleep with it
and you try to get to get to know it but you're
never......

Mu uncle Adam on my mother's side

had the same problems for years till he died
and I don't want to end up next to him just yet
I'm still a young man av thirtyeight

So why am I so worried doctor please
give me a drink for my headarche at least
something to clear my throat
but my mind needs
something stronger this time

Drinkin' blood like wine
been in jail for crimes
Said with error in the hemispheres
say anyplace anywhere
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and I've been there
I've tried everything twice

I'm still a young man av thirtyeight

I've got exotic island named of terme
hurricane roars through my veins
there's a hundred thousand guys in me
but none of them seem to be staying
I'm sick of lock of love
I'm sick of lock of love

Doctor help me please..
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